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YOUR SAFETY
IS OUR CONCERN
FIRE SUPPRESS PROTECTS THE WORLD’S CRITICAL AND IRREPLACEABLE ASSETS



ABOUT US
FIRE SUPPRESS IS AN EMERGING PLAYER IN THE GLOBAL MICRO
ENVIRONMENTAL FIRE PROTECTION AND FIRE SUPPRESSION INDUSTRIES.

Over the past few years, Fire Suppress have become a globally competitive company in the field 
of fire protection industries for commercial, industrial and residential markets. It has built a 
reputation as a reliable and trusted supplier of high grade fire protection agents and equipments. 
Not only is its products highly recommended, but the company also ensures an excellent customer
service.
 

FIRE SUPPRESS have been
developing clean agents to 
suppress fire in the most
efficient way. The company 
have been dedicated to
produce products that are 
functional and most of all, 
environment friendly. 

To become a globally trusted fire 

suppression supplier of quality

products and eco friendly systems in 

different industries.

To protect the world’s most secured assets  

by providing environment friendly

systems.

The company have been working on different 

industrial areas for years and still continues to 

develop innovative systems to meet the

continuing development of today’s world. It have 

been working with different Quality Assurance, 

Control and Testing companies in order to

provide the clients only the best products

available in the market.

OUR VISION OUR MISSION

SUPPRESSION SYSTEM
COMMON APPLICATIONS
Fire Suppress have been designing systems 

for different areas may it be in industrial, 

commercial, or residential sectors. Every 

design have been well integrated and 

planned in order to secure a safe  and 

secured installation of our systems.

Every fire protection system equates to a 

sophisticated and complicated process for 

every building has its own characteristics. 

That is why our systems have been developed 

by a group of world class engineers and 

scientists working hand in hand for the 

betterment of each system.
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FK-5-1-12 is another widely used extinguishing clean agent. 

It is environmentally safe and best used in fire hazard areas

containing A, B, & C classes of fire. It has been approved 

by US EPA and ISO for its safe characteristic and fire 

extinguishing effectiveness.

Fire Suppress latest venture in eco-friendly extinguishing

product is trademark as Eco7®. The Liquid Fire Extinguishing 

Clean Agent, Eco7®, is made based on a natural ingredient 

that has the ability to convert organic fertilizer when it 

meets soils and germs; hence, Eco7® is highly recommended 

for use in combating forest fires as it will support plants to 

grow.

Fire Suppress 227 is a safe and effective “clean” fire 

suppression agent used in applications requiring total 

flooding of the protected spaces, with no cleanup 

required following its use.

Fire Suppress 227 does not contain chlorine or bromine, has 

zero ozone depletion potential (ODP), is not subject to any 

phase out schedule and carries no current or proposed 

regulations for fire protection use under the Montreal 

Protocol, Kyoto Protocol or F-Gas Regulations.

CLEAN AGENTS
IMMEDIATELY SUPPRESS FIRE

Pre-Engineered Systems

Engineered Systems
Our cylinder sizes for engineered systems 
include 20lb, 35lb, 70lb, 100lb, 150lb, 250lb, 
375lb, 560lb, 650lb, 800lb, 1000lb and 1200lb.

Fire Suppress engineered fire suppression 
systems grants consumers flexibility of fully 
customising for customers with more complex 
requirements needs such as manual or 
automatic only, or automatic with manual 
discharge systems. 

Our designs are based on engineering systems with the use of advanced computer software to 
ensure we get the right specifications for our customers. Our engineered cylinder units are designed 
for total flooding protection against Class A, B, C and K fires which may occur in private or public 
spaces.

CYLINDERS
PRE-ENGINEERED & ENGINEERED

Our cylinder sizes for pre-engineered systems include 3lb, 6lb, 
12lb, 18lb, 35lb, 70lb, 140lb, 240lb, 360lb and 520lb.

Fire Suppress pre-engineered fire suppression systems are 
pre-fixed installations without the hassle of acquiring and 
assembling multiple parts. The Fire Suppress pre-engineered 
systems have regulated pressure type with a fixed nozzle agent 
distribution network, pre-determined flow rates and quantities of 
HFC-227ea, FK 5-1-12 or Eco7®, as well as the specific pipe sizes 
and number and types of nozzles. Our Pre-Engineered cylindered 
units are designed for total flooding protection against Class A, B 
and C fires for clean agents HFC-227ea and FK 5-1-12, and also 
against Class A and B, and specifically Class K for Eco7® which 
may occur within an enclosed area.


